
 

Rough   Outline  
 

I. Gerwig   artfully   uses   cinematography   and   a   strong   storyline   that   revolves   around   the   life  
of   the   characters   instead   of   solely   fixating   on   the   main   character,   “Lady   Bird”,   to   defy  
critical   remarks   of   the   film    Lady   Bird .  

A. the   character   “Lady   Bird”   is   one   that   the   audience   can   not   empathize   or  
sympathize   with   since   Gerwig   makes   her   unlikeable  

1. main   character   comes   off   as   entitled  
2. “Lady   Bird”   does   not   change   after   flitting   from   problem   to   problem  

a) she   is   not   remarkably   gifted,   or   exceptionally   awful   →   too   bland   of  
a   character   with   a   lack   of   specificity  

3. audience   is   more   interested   in   the   lives   of   the   side   characters  
B. the   film   is   tailored   towards   critics’   taste,   but   not   so   much   to   most   of   the   audience  
C. Lady   Bird    is   too   stereotypically   white   and   privileged  

 
1.   Your   primary   source   material   (at   least   the   artwork   itself,   which   you   analyzed   in   your   formal  
analysis.   You   may   also   choose   to   bring   in   other   primary   sources,   such   as   archival   documents,  
historical   publications,   and   artists’   statements.   Film   and   Animation   students   may   now   use   the  
whole   film/animation   as   the   primary   source,   not   only   the   scene   they   analyzed.)  

● Lady   Bird    film  
○ Artist   name:   Greta   Gerwig  
○ Title   of   artwork:    Lady   Bird  
○ Medium:   film  
○ Year:   2017  

● primary   source:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_oW_egQBN4  
○ The   New   York   Times  
○ the   director/writer   commenting   on   her   thought   process   behind   a   scene  

 
2.   Your   central   question   (As   of   this   point   in   your   research   –   remember,   your   central   question   may  
change.)  
Where   did   Gerwig   find   inspiration   for   the   story?  
How   is   Gerwig   able   to   develop   a   story   that   revolves   around   the   life   of   the   characters?  
What   does   Gerwig   apply   in   her   film   that   defies   critics’   remarks?  
 
3.   Your   current   answer   to   the   central   question   →   thesis  
Gerwig   artfully   uses   cinematography   and   a   strong   storyline   that   revolves   around   the   life   of   the  
characters   instead   of   solely   fixating   on   the   main   character,   “Lady   Bird”,   to   defy   critical   remarks  
of   the   film    Lady   Bird .    The   film   has   received   a   perfect   run   on   Rotten   Tomatoes   despite   garnering  
backlash   claiming   that   it   is   overrated.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_oW_egQBN4


 
4.   A   list   of   your   4   most   useful   sources   you   can   use   to   address   the   central   question   and   support  
your   argument.   For   each   source,   write   the   following:  
 
Source   title:    Lady   Bird 's   glaring   white   mediocrity  
Author:   Aditi   Natasha   Kini  
Year:   Dec   7,   2017  
Publication   origin:   THE   WEEK  
“The   universe   in   which   Lady   Bird   lives   is   chock   full   of   complex   characters   —   Lady   Bird   just  
isn't   one   of   them.   I   would   rather   learn   about   Julie,   the   talented-but-fat   friend   who   doesn't   get   to  
go   to   college   and   isn't   ‘built’   for   happiness,   or   the   mother,   whose   compassion   is   masked   by  
rough   practicality,   or   the   father,   with   his   outstanding   warmth   and   humor,   or   the   brother,   who   was  
adopted   by   white   people   and   has   an   unkind   sister,   or   the   girlfriend,   who   in   her   early   20s   is   living  
with   her   equally   young   boyfriend's   white   family,   or   the   drama   teacher   who   is   still   grieving   his  
son's   untimely   death.   The   film's   writing   is   great   enough   to   create   these   characters,   but   not  
attentive   enough   to   spend   time   on   any   of   them.”  
 
“Lady   Bird   isn't   exceptionally   gifted,   or   exceptionally   awful.   She's   neither   a   winner,   nor   an  
underdog.   She's   not   a   bad   kid,   just   an   angsty   kid.   The   film's   relatability   hinges   on   its   lack   of  
specificity   and   the   stasis   of   its   character   study   —   Lady   Bird,   who   is   propelled   by   a   sense   of  
isolation   from   her   surroundings   and   a   notion   that   she   doesn't   have   enough,   is   in   the   same   place   at  
the   end   of   the   movie   as   she   was   at   the   beginning.”  
 
Source   title:    Oscars   2018:   Lady   Bird   is   'most   overrated'   nominated   film   by   critics  
Author:   Clara   Guibourg  
Year:   March   3,   2018  
Publication   origin:   BBC   News  
"’She’s   always   been   a   very   independent   film-maker,   with   an   incredibly   dry   sense   of   humour,  
which   isn't   always   to   everyone's   taste.   But   it   is   very   much   to   critics'   taste.’"  
 
Source   title:    Lady   Bird   Revisited:   Now   You   Know   Why   It   Sucks   So   Bad  
Author:   Cole   Smithey  
Year:   Feb-March   2018  
Publication   origin:   aNewDomain  
“Some   of   the   worst   flaws   in   this   movie   are   readily   apparent   out   the   gate.   Others   are   glaring   only  
on   further   inspection.   For   instance,    I   didn’t   notice   how   director   Greta   Gerwig   totally   destroys  
any   chance   of   creating   empathy   (or   sympathy)   with   its   main   character.    Yes,   Lady   Bird   (Saoirse  
Ronan’s   character)   is   obviously   supposed   to   be   an   unreliable   narrator   and   a   less   than   benevolent  
hero.   But   this   teen   hero,   or   antihero,   is   so   small-minded   and   intellectually   challenged   that   it   is  

https://theweek.com/articles/741399/lady-birds-glaring-white-mediocrity
https://theweek.com/articles/741399/lady-birds-glaring-white-mediocrity
https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-43146027
http://anewdomain.net/lady-bird-sucks-all-reasons-why/


really   hard   to   care   anything   about   her.   As   such,   Gerwig   has   broken   a   cardinal   rule   of  
dramaturgy.”  

Source   title:    Why   Lady   Bird   should   win   the   2018   best   picture   Oscar  
Author:   Hadley   Freeman  
Year:   Feb   22,   2018  
Publication   origin:   The   Guardian  
“What   really   elevates   the   film   is   its   depiction   of   the   relationship   between   Lady   Bird   and   her  
mother,   Marion,   played   by   Laurie   Metcalf.   Parents   rarely   get   much   of   a   look-in   when   it   comes   to  
teen   movies:   they   are   merely   obstacles   or   clowns.   But   Marion’s   inner   life   is   carefully   etched   out  
through   the   plot   (she   has   to   work   two   jobs,   she   nags   her   daughter   incessantly)   and   little   hints   (we  
learn   she   had   Lady   Bird   late   in   life,   she   dreams   of   a   better   existence   and   goes   to   open   houses   to  
look   at   fancy   homes).   The   movie   has   genuine   sympathy   for   her   without   sacrificing   its   support   for  
Lady   Bird.   This   is   far   harder   to   pull   off   than   Gerwig   makes   it   look.”  

https://www.theguardian.com/film/filmblog/2018/feb/22/why-lady-bird-should-win-the-2018-best-picture-oscar

